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iceScrum is and open source tool designed for Scrum, the most popular agile method. For the last 5
years it has grown around the Scrum pillars: Backlog, Sprint, ScrumMaster and Product Owner and
helps teams with the ceremonies.
The tool includes practices coming from Kanban, like the Work In Process (WIP) limit for urgent
tasks, as well as the creation of cumulative flow diagrams.
This version R4#2 fixes bugs found in version R4#1 and adds a few improvements. Here they are in
summary:
* Fixed bug preventing migration of R4 to PostgreSQL
* iceScrum now works with SQL server
* Fixed bug creating a task when Java 1.7 was being used
* Fixed display bug when enlarging a text box (e.g.&rdquo;description&rdquo; field during story
creation)
* If there is no next sprint, a message warns that tasks associated with unfinished stories may be
lost on sprint closure
* It is now possible to modify several consecutive stories in the table-view of the backlog
* When a story is moved from the reduced backlog (in widget on left) to the release plan, it no longer
appears in both places
* The avatars you choose with external images are correctly displayed
* Estimation of values associated with features is done with integer number series, whatever the
practices adopted, e.g. Fibonacci
* The list My projects is now limited to 10 projets, avoiding a messy display when there are many
projects. A button See more appears when there are more
* Pdf report generation for the sprint plan is once again working
* Accepting a story as a feature that resulted in a JSON display works again
* During a project import, task descriptions which were lost are now correctly imported
* Deleting a feature that has associated stories is now possible, the stories are of course retained
but without any associated features
Visit http://www.icescrum.org/en/version-r42/
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